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NEPHILIM ARE HERE – Part Five: CLONES, 

ALIENS/DEMONS, UFO’S, ABDUCTIONS  

Last week when I talked about the water spirits/marine spirits I failed to mention 

about the process of how the person goes down into the bottom of the ocean to 

train in the hospitals, universities, etc.  Their soul will travel out of their body and 

go into the ocean for the occult training.  Meanwhile, a demon will hold the 

physical body for however long the training takes.  That means the person 

appears to be carrying on life as usual here in our physical realm.  This was 

testimony from the wizard who trained there for 11-12 years. 

 

Now let’s get back to some things that Phil Schneider had shared. 

 

 

Dwight D. Eisenhower was a general. 

In 1954 Eisenhower made the “Greada Treaty” with the aliens.  Before this treaty, 

there was a treaty called the “100 Treaty”  which was made by Roosevelt and 

later updated by Truman. The Greada treaty stated that they could take cows.  
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They have been surgically or with lasers removing eyes, jaws, ears etc.  Many 

times there is no blood at the sight. 
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You can see that this type of mutilation is not done by a wild animal stalking its 

prey.  There is no blood and the cow is not torn and shredded like it would be if a 

wild animal had attacked it. 

 

The other part of the treaty was that they could abduct and experiment on 

humans in exchange for them sharing their technology with us.  All of this was to 

be documented.  This treaty broke down as it was made with demons and their 

word is no good.   

John 8:44 - Ye are of your father the devil, and the lusts of your father ye will do. 

He was a murderer from the beginning, and abode not in the truth, because there 

is no truth in him. When he speaketh a lie, he speaketh of his own: for he is a liar, 

and the father of it. 

To understand why you should raise a red flag when you hear of top ranking 

military involvement in anything – Please watch the message I gave on: Assassins 

& Corruption in the U.S. Gov. & Military  
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U.S. President Dwight D. Eisenhower (right) meets with Iran's Mohammad Reza 

Shah Pahlavi in 1954.  **Remember the Shah of Iran was cloned and killed.  This 

was in the message Clones / Synthetics / Organic Robotoids** 

He said a lot of people have disappeared, 100,000 kids and 1 million adults are all 

unaccounted for (this was back in 1996).  He said this was not due to kidnapping, 

rape or murder.   

**There are several testimonies online of people being held in cages in these 

bases.  There are floors in these DUMBS with humans (men, women and children) 

in cages being held for food, for genetic experimenting, for mind control, for 

chipping, for biogenetics.  There are floors in these DUMBS that have people with 

wings, some with multi-legs, and all sorts of stuff – hybrids.  There are floors that 

have humans in cold storage.**   

Carloyn Hamlett a former illuminati has testified  
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that there were kids being held in cages.  They were at an AF base where she was 

taken to for training and mind control.  They were afraid.  These kids were being 

used for experiments and for sexual things.  Some kids stayed there all the time.  

Some were taken from their home.  She was not having to stay, but was taken 

back home after each time of being taken there.  She could tell these kids wanted 

her to tell someone they were there.  They were being taught to have sex with 

older people and torchering of animals and other things.  They were being 

dehumanized by being kept in cages and broken and splintered creating many 

alters inside of them for occult plans and purposes. 

The evidence suggests that the aliens are creating a  
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hybrid species using a mixture of human and alien DNA. Dr. Jacobs believes that 

this is an integration program, where eventually the interbreeding will become 

successful enough to where these hybrid beings can walk among us undetected, 

yet their allegiance and consciousness would be part of the alien collective. These 

hybrid beings possess potently superior psychic and mental abilities, which would 

be used for the interest of the race they belong to. **Remember in the research 

on nephilim it was said that they possessed psychic and supernatural power – this 

is coming from the fallen angel side of the unholy union with women.**  The 

races who have been abducting humans are clearly very technologically 

advanced, but this does not mean they are morally or spiritually advanced. In fact, 

it appears that they are treating and experimenting on us similar to the ways we 

treat animals in a lab. In an odd way, this is nature playing itself out on a grander 

scale than we are used to, and this time we are on the receiving end.   

Please start at: 1:23 and go to 3:07   

https://youtu.be/Mp8hXTcqS9s 

https://youtu.be/Mp8hXTcqS9s
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 It is no secret that we have always heard from the abductions that people were 

experimented on physically and it always had to do with collecting sperm from 

the males and eggs or ovum from the females.   

William Cooper said everyone who has been adducted has been implanted.  He 

saw this info. between 1970 and 1973, 1 in 40 were abducted (that was 2 ½% of 

the population back then).  He said the government instituted a draft and that a 

certain % had to be drafted and that they did extensive medical examinations on 

them with magnetic imaging capability (we had it back then but only in the 

military).  They found their statistics based on scanning the guys who were 

drafted and doing the math on how many were chipped vs non chipped from this 

one location/city.  He believes that was an underestimate because that was only 

men back then.  It is mainly women who have been abducted.  He believes this is 

because they are attempting to preserve their race.   

 

They have been implanting and impregnating women and after the 1st trimester 

abducting the female again and taking the fetus from them.  Sometimes they 

harvest sperm and ova trying to grow the offspring in a laboratory and there is 

much evidence on this. 
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“The Island” – 2005   The compound inhabitants are clones used for organ 

harvesting and surrogate motherhood for wealthy people in the outside world 

(outside of this compound where the clones are kept). 

**The aliens/demons have been harvesting organs.  Please also keep in mind that 

mostly only occultist work at planned parenthood, so that they can get more 

demonic power  by taking credit for having killed the babies. It has recently been 

in the news where they leaked footage of planned parenthood wheeling and 

dealing on aborted baby parts.** 

William Cooper mentioned some things that make no sense with victims who 

have been abducted like women leaving their children.  A mother just doesn’t 

leave her child.  The people that have been abducted know that they have a 

future mission (they have been programmed for a future task) but they don’t 

know what it is and neither does the government.  The government is afraid that 

at some point in the future when someone pulls the switch sometime in the 

future that they are going to go out and cripple communication, blow up bridges 

etc.  Abductees are seeing an obvious criminal act as being a good thing.  Like 

being abducted and experimented on, they are totally fine with that.  Someone 

(an alien) comes into their room and they are totally paralyzed – immobile.  This is 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organ_harvesting
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organ_harvesting
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organ_harvesting
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surrogate_mother
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demonic power.  Then they take them right up through the ceiling, the ceiling is 

no barrier to them.  Then sperm and ova are harvested from them, scoops of flesh 

taken out, they are surgically operated on and implanted.  The abductees all think 

it was a good experience and no harm was done to them.  This is what their 

conscious minds are telling them.  Their subconscious minds are causing them to 

exhibit all the symptoms of a rape victim or a hostage that has been held for a 

long time. 

 

 

 

Angelia and James – they each have been given the gift of dreams and revelations 

by God. 
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In their video on “Technology and Great Deception in the Biblical End Times” they 

talked about how the fallen angels and nephilim/demons populated other planets 

with their children.  They talked about how they have brought their children in 

through cloning and hybridization.   

 

“Smallville - Accelerate”  Episode 42, 2003.  Clark x-rays the wall and sees an 

entrance which leads to a secret cloning laboratory behind the bookshelves. 

Inside the lab, they find two more clones of Emily, each about ten years old, 

locked inside glass coffins with monitors and breathing tubes. One of them 

appears asleep; the other opens her eyes as if she is conscious. Lana accidentally 

spills some green fluid that makes Clark sick, and they decide to make a hasty exit.  

Lex explains that Mr. Dinsmore was working on a way to accelerate cell growth. 

He could incubate a rabbit embryo to adulthood in a matter of days.  **This is 

real, they can grow cloned humans in 5 months.**  He learns that Emily is very 

dangerous because she has no moral conscience; no concept of right and wrong.  

At the river, Lana tells Emily how she died. Emily is angry at Lana for not saving 

her, and she pushes her off the bridge into the river. 
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“Metamorphosis” – 2012.  Is the story of traveling salesman Gregor Samsa, who 

wakes one morning to find himself transformed in his bed to a giant, 

verminous, insect-like creature.  **GMO’s / chemtrails / antibiotics in our food / 

vaccines along with what’s going on in labs and abductions** 

Angelia shared about a dream she had where the Lord showed her zombies are 

real.  She saw their eyes turn black, mouth turned black and they were running 

around looking for food.  *One movie said: Now you know what WE are and now 

you know what YOU are.* 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Insect
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**A youtube viewer, Anna, had a dream also where she saw people getting hurt 

and yet not being phased by pain at all.  God showed her that these were 

zombies.** 

 

1985.  Necropolis means – city of the dead.   

Angelia talked about our technology that we have that has so infiltrated our lives: 

our tv’s, phones, computers, wifi etc. and she said demons can ride on 

frequencies.   This matches with the message I gave on Project Blue Beam – Part 
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Seven:  where they are planning to release the demonic entities on the world 

through the frequencies  

**The third orientation in the fourth step is a mixture of electronic and 
supernatural forces. The waves used at that time will allow "supernatural 
forces" to travel through optical fibers, coaxial cables (TV) electrical and phone 
lines in order to penetrate to everyone at once through major 
appliances. Embedded chips will already be in place. The goal of this deals with 
global Satanic ghosts projected all around the world in order to push all 
populations to the edge of hysteria and madness, to drown them into a wave of 
suicide, murder and permanent psychological disorders. Serge Monast gave his 
life to get this information out.** 

Angelia and James talked about seeing androids making human bodies for 

demons to inhabit and that you cannot tell the difference.   

**Carolyn Hamlett a former illuminati member (she calls herself a former lifetime 

multigenerational server) shared in her testimony that those that serve satan (the 

illuminati, the world leaders, the secret societies, the aliens/demons) are working 

to increase their presence in this realm.   They have slowly been bringing these 

beings in to this atmosphere (they have to adapt as they go.)  The demons want 

to posses bodies.  They were working through human beings, possessing them.  

Then they decided to have their own bodies, SO THEY STARTED MAKING THEM.   

They are creating bodies for lucifer’s hierarchy here on earth. 
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“The Boys from Brazil” – 1978 supposedly talks about how they are doing their 

cloning.  This was shared by George Greene who is a believer in alien evolution 

and sharing truth as he knows it. 

 The project of creating physical bodies for a dark spiritual hierarchy is real. It 

was real enough and disturbing enough for me that I gave up my entire life, my 

identity, all that I and my family believed in and had worked for all of our lives. 

The presence of evil on this earth has been stepped up for the last phase of "The 

Plan". This presence is greater than a supernatural evil presence one may sense, 

but not see. We now have among us evil representatives in physical forms that do 

indeed look human, but are not.   They are a combination of the human and 

"supernatural" that are able to operate in both realms. I know that at face value it 

sounds like fantasy, but in time you will be shown that it is not fantasy at all.  

These evil forms are all in preparation for this last phase of "The Plan", which is 

much more than a physical plan for global dominance over humanity.  
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Peter Flint shared: (from Blue Beam Part Seven) He talked about world leaders 

sharing their bodies with inter dimensional beings (demons), so when they get 

mad they look like shape shifters.  *You don’t just share – you are possessed.* 

I want to make a point here.  Remember how we have been learning that what 

was carved on ancient walls, and in pottery and on clay tablets in different 

cultures around the world is actually true and not mythology or fantasy.  In that 

same way, we have to look at what is being carved in history in our day and 

time.  Aren’t movies and books and cartoons and videos all a way of writing on 

the tablets of history.  Are we going to continue to just look at these things as 

just sci-fi and fiction and fantasy and vivid imaginations??  Or are we going to 

realize that they are showing us TRUTH just as the ancient drawings showed 

fallen angels and nephilim and giants among regular humans and we are now 

learning that those things are true. 

In order for us to be that last generation, that Jesus spoke of, and I believe we 

are, we have to get back to the days of Noah.  It has to be so bad that God will 

be ready to cleanse the earth again.  We have to realize we are at that day 

NOW.  It is not coming, it is here.  We have nephilim under ground, in the water, 

in our governments around the world, we have clones waiting for their debut, 

and we have cloned leaders around the world and entertainers too, we have 

hybrids that look like us and we have people and clones that have been 

programmed to carry out assignments given by satan.  Aliens/demons can 

manifest or stay invisible.  We have a mixture of things going on right now.  

They have been telling us, and the Lord is telling His children to get ready for His 

return. 
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One poster said: The enemy within. 

REMEMBER – cloning has been going on since before the 70’s.  Programmed 

Christians are not to serve God ultimately, that is a front.  What will happen if 

they don’t break through that programming ahead of time is that at a certain time 

or event they will be cued to carry out their assignment and they will hold 
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influence over as many people as they can deceive because they have been 

programmed into deception themselves.  Inside of a programmed person with 

Christian alters, they often times have the Christian alters out front, the 

personality we see and talk to and hear preach or whatever, while the evil alters 

or the ones programmed to carry out deceptive plans do not surface in plain sight 

until triggered at the proper time.  Remember D’artagnan, he shared: I believe I 

was born into this. My step father was in the US military, as was his father. My 

step father and his siblings were taken from his alcoholic father to a residential 

school in Brantford, Ontario. Many terrible things have been written about that 

place. I believe my step father's programming started at that place. I am certain 

he was in a covert mind control program. I recall having "dreams" when I was a 

young child, seeing my step dad's inactivated clone with wires and tubes hooked 

up to him. D’artagnan has been cloned and they have done things to him too.  

Learning from my friend Joy who underwent MK Ultra, when she has a dream, it is 

usually a true memory.  I believe that is what D’artagnan had here.  He said, I 

didn't know at that time that he was a clone, however. I thought he was in a 

trance or something. I have also seen him in a trance in real life.  What I am 

getting at here is that I believe my step father was programmed to "get saved" 

and go on to preach as an evangelist. I think it is possible that when he 

supposedly gave his life to the Lord, he actually switched personalities. He had 

MPD. 
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2001 - They have cloned Garrotte from DNA evidence found at a crime scene. 

They need Jake's (a detective) help to train this replicant, who has genetic 

memories from Garrotte (the killer) and a telepathic link to him. The replicant has 

the body of a 40-year-old but the mind of a child. Jake's job is to help the 

Replicant track Garrotte down by using the memories stored in Garrotte's DNA. 

**This movie reminds me of their agenda to create the “super soldier.” 

Please play from 1:16 – 1:27 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r8UpTLPVwT0 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cloned
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DNA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r8UpTLPVwT0
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In Angelia and James’ video “Revelation: Seed of satan in Human Flesh” God 

confirmed that the nephilim/demons are coming in the form of “aliens” and 

taking seed from men and eggs from women.   

Dan. 2:40-45 –  And the fourth kingdom shall be strong as iron: forasmuch as iron 

breaketh in pieces and subdueth all things: and as iron that breaketh all these, 

shall it break in pieces and bruise.  And whereas thou sawest the feet and toes, 

part of potter’s clay, and part of iron, the kingdom shall be divided, but there shall 

be in it of the strength of iron, forasmuch as thou sawest the iron mixed with miry 

clay.  And as the toes of the feet were part of iron, and part of clay, so the 

kingdom shall be partly strong, and partly broken.  And whereas thou sawest iron 

mixed with miry clay, they shall mingle themselves with the SEED of men:  but 

they shall not cleave one to another, even as iron is not mixed with clay.   

**They are mingling with us – but they are not of us and are not nice and friendly.  

They do not love or have feelings.  Since they are mingling with the seed of men – 

that indicates that they are NOT HUMAN.  Mixing blood and dna – hybrids & 

clones** 

1 John 4:8 – He that loveth not, knoweth not God; for God is love.  We were made 

in His image and we can love.  They cannot. 

So how is something that is not fully human and cannot love going to care about 

us at all???? 

There is a movie called “They Live” made in 1988 and they said this shows this 

information to us perfectly, it spells it out. 
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**Read the movie poster above – they are spelling it out for us.  Remember the 

Illuminati have been telling us all things they have been and are doing through 

books, movies, video games, cartoons, etc.** 
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The world around him appears in black and white. They also allow him to see that 

media and advertising hide omnipresent subliminal totalitarian commands to 

obey, consume, reproduce, and conform. Many people in positions of wealth 

and power are actually humanoid aliens with skull-like faces. 

**WOW!!!  This is exactly what we are living right now but most of the world is 

going along with their plan and doesn’t even realize they are already here 

among us.** 

Angelia shared a dream she had of seeing a woman talking seductively on the 

phone and as she watched her she saw a face or a mask move underneath the 

“woman’s” skin.  This was the Lord showing her it was a demon.  She immediately 

began to rebuke it and then it teleported to another part of the park.  It looked at 

Angelia like “I’m gonna get you!”  Angelia began to sing in tongues and then she 

saw an army of arch angels surrounding her and the demon was annihilated. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_and_white
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Totalitarianism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extraterrestrial_life
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skull
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She had another dream about the FEMA camps and she saw the back of a 

woman’s head open up and she knew the people weren’t human who were in 

charge of the camps.  She said, they have always been here and the government 

worships these demons.  **When they made agreements with them, that is 
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aligning with satan and so you are open for possession and anything else they 

want to use you for.** 

They said that they (nephilim/aliens/demons) are building bodies for demons – 

clones.  These clones have no soul and they can clone kids too, any size.   The Lord 

showed them that these are the tares.  (and of course those that do not take 

Jesus as Savior are part of the tares too) 

Heb.13:2 –  Be not forgetful to entertain strangers: for thereby some have 

entertained angels unawares.   

Gen.18:2 – And he lift up his eyes and looked, and, lo, three men stood by him: 

and when he saw them, he ran to meet them from the tent door, and bowed 

himself toward the ground, and said, My Lord (Adonai), if now I have found favor 

in Thy sight, pass not away, I pray thee, from Thy servant: 

Something in scripture in this chapter that always makes me laugh is Sarah trying 

to lie and say she didn’t laugh and God called her out on it!! 

**If you can entertain holy angels unaware, then certainly the opposite is true – 

that we can also entertain fallen angels unaware.** 

Matt.15:12-13 –  Then came His disciples, and said unto Him, knowest Thou that 

the Pharisees were offended, after they heard this saying?  But He answered and 

said, Every plant, which My Heavenly Father hath not planted, shall be rooted up. 

Some people don’t even know that they are not fully human.   

 

CLOSING 

I want you to understand that satan is building his army: clones, hybrids etc.  He is 

working to make us sick with gmo’s, spraying chemicals on us, injecting us with 

viruses and nanotechnology in vaccines and food and fluoride in our water supply.  

Our leaders and officials around the world are not standing up against these 

things because they are part of his system.  They are clones or possessed or 

nephilim themselves and fully working for satan’s agenda.  They are masons and 
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in his secret societies and are not on the side of truth.  They have pledged 

allegiance to him.  We would truly be surprised to know how many of them have 

been taken over, are not even alive but clones running with programmed 

consciousness. 

 

2000 – This is what they want us to do, to come together as one force and fight 

against the aliens (the fake alien invasion which they have had planned for years) 

so that they can then say there is a need to control us and implement one world 

government.  Then they will say the aliens are here to help us evolve.   

1 Sam. 17:45 - Then said David to the Philistine, Thou comest to me with a sword, 

and with a spear, and with a shield: but I come to thee in the name of the LORD of 

hosts, the God of the armies of Israel, whom thou hast defied. 

We are in a fight just like King David was.  He was fighting a nephilim.  We have to 

wake up and see that we are dealing with them here and now and that we have 

to be bold as a lion, but realize that this is a spiritual fight.  Put on the armor of 

God and swing that Sword of the Spirit!!!  Pray – there is power in prayer.  Pray 
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God’s Word back to Him and activate the angels in this fight.  The LORD of Hosts 

fights for us!!!  We have the victory in Jesus already. 

Dan.2:44-45 – And in the days of these kings shall the God of heaven set up a 

kingdom, which shall never be destroyed: and the kingdom shall not be left to 

other people, but it shall break in pieces and consume all these kingdoms, and it 

shall stand for ever.  Forasmuch as thou sawest that the stone cut out of the 

mountain without hands, and that it brake in pieces the iron, the brass, the clay, 

the silver, and the gold; the great God hath made known to the king what shall 

come to pass hereafter: and the dream is certain, and the interpretation thereof 

true. 

Rev. 22:20 - He which testifieth these things saith, Surely I come quickly. Amen. 

Even so, come, Lord Jesus. 

PRAYER –  

 

Alien abductions – creating hybrids video with Dr. Jacobs 

http://www.collective-evolution.com/2013/11/04/the-shocking-truth-about-

alien-abductions/ 

Carolyn Hamlett a former illuminati  

http://www.henrymakow.com/carolyn_hamlett.html 

Carolyn Hamlett: Illuminati whistleblower they worship lucifer 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=igUbovmdGDw 

At the Door Revelation 1:18-19 - channel 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC05qwH8ubmqhN2Q0DTvSfYg 

 

http://www.collective-evolution.com/2013/11/04/the-shocking-truth-about-alien-abductions/
http://www.collective-evolution.com/2013/11/04/the-shocking-truth-about-alien-abductions/
http://www.henrymakow.com/carolyn_hamlett.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=igUbovmdGDw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC05qwH8ubmqhN2Q0DTvSfYg
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At the Door Revelation 1:18-19 with James and Angelia – Technology and Great 

Deception 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4xHjb1gvveU&list=PLnZ974mrg_PEUZ-

stkCMOOF-aWFtS_xVw&index=2 

At the Door Revelation 1:18-19 with James and Angelia – Seed of satan in Human 

Flesh 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RYYEcZ5AHAc&list=PLnZ974mrg_PGJr5W2_v

aVt8l2rKDmFley&index=3 

 

Prisoners of Dulce Base – cloning/crossbreading/humans in cages 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ywk51nmbNw&list=PLnZ974mrg_PGgRAeU

nwfg5ROjBhoZ2AAm&index=4 

Greada Treaty 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8sG5RS-99mM 
100 Treaty with Roosevelt and then updated with Truman 

http://www.alienshift.com/id109.html 

Animal and human abduction and mutilation 

http://rikijo.blogspot.com/2014/12/new-post-phase-v-operation-maras-kiss.html 

Accelerate - Smallville 

http://smallville.wikia.com/wiki/Accelerate 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4xHjb1gvveU&list=PLnZ974mrg_PEUZ-stkCMOOF-aWFtS_xVw&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4xHjb1gvveU&list=PLnZ974mrg_PEUZ-stkCMOOF-aWFtS_xVw&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RYYEcZ5AHAc&list=PLnZ974mrg_PGJr5W2_vaVt8l2rKDmFley&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RYYEcZ5AHAc&list=PLnZ974mrg_PGJr5W2_vaVt8l2rKDmFley&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ywk51nmbNw&list=PLnZ974mrg_PGgRAeUnwfg5ROjBhoZ2AAm&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ywk51nmbNw&list=PLnZ974mrg_PGgRAeUnwfg5ROjBhoZ2AAm&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8sG5RS-99mM
http://www.alienshift.com/id109.html
http://rikijo.blogspot.com/2014/12/new-post-phase-v-operation-maras-kiss.html
http://smallville.wikia.com/wiki/Accelerate

